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Tk*ker^-The semester is -only a 
month old and there are already 
several issues which deserve your 
comments. The Student. Govern-
ment elections is the most recent. 
What are your feelings about 16 
percent of the student body voting. 
Senour—I don't want to be flippant, 
but I. think we were lucky to get 16 
percent. No seriously, ideally, we 
would hke to have a greater per-
centage of students participating 
in student elections. And the fact 
that nationally there seems to be a 
trend of lack of participation is no 
excuse for our own situation. I'd 
like to think that we can take it on 
as a challenge to try to involve 
... students in larger—numbers and 
actual involvement with our own 
student government. It 's a greater 
challenge in an institution like 
Baruch than at a residential in-
stitution, in that we don't have the 
same kind of campus community 
that you might find at Williams 
College for example. Students have 
interests over and beyond their 
actualy experience at the college 
and, therefore , put their ex-
t r a c u r r i c u l a r act ivi t ies a t the 
college in a lower priority than 
they might be in a residential 
situation. Nevertheless, I think 
that we should really try to involve 
as many students as possible in 
this process. 
Ticker—Will the administration 
consider a government that only 
had 16 percent of the student body 
as a valid government and a 
representative government or will 
the s tudent body lose all 
credibility? 
Senour—I don't suppose it loses 
credibility entirely, but it certainly" 
couldn't be interpreted as being 
representative of all students at 
Baruch college. I think it is 
representative of those students 
who are concerned about the things 
that Student Government is in-
volved in at Baruch College. But 
the student who is married and 
working part time, who comes in 
here and takes his 15 points when 
"he can squeeze them in tetween an 
his other responsibil i t ies, and 
climbs back into the sewer system 
ir.d goes yll ;c ~ie .ar reaches of 
:he —Bronx. I'm sure is not 
reoreseniec bv zhe 16 oercent thai 
Ticker Interviews Dean Senour 
voted. 
Ticker—There has been recent 
discussion about the Student 
Center Interum Board of Gover-
nors in relations to tne new plans 
for the renovation of the building. 
What is behind that? 
Senour—Last spring the Student 
government, as far as I know, 
decided among themselves to 
establish a Board of Governors of 
the Student Center to be concerned 
with m a t t e r s re la ted to the 
St .qdent Center ; which could 
include anything from taking a 
look at the budget, to determining 
how the building could be im-
proved physically, to evaluating 
the quality of the programs that 
are held here. I looked upon this 
group with great glee because here 
was a group that had been iden-
tified by Student Government to 
eive their attention to the needs 
-^and'the problems of the Student 
Center. Although I was-not asked to 
be a member of this committee, 
they graciously extended an in-
vitation to me to come to meetings. 
Uppermost in my mind was the 
inadequate space available for 
students. The lounges, because of 
our high population and few square 
feet available for the students, had 
become almost like tinder boxes. 
They were stuffed with students 
day and night to the point where it 
was not only unpleasant, but 
almost dangerous. And yet we 
found spaces in the building that 
weren't being used at ail simply 
because special interest groups 
had been able to "establish 
territorial rights to areas. To put it 
in terms of students today, "the 
vibes-aren't good in some of our 
a reas ." 
Also, I am anxious to do what we 
can with the little amount of money 
available to create a climate that 
would be pleasant. If you come in 
the front door of our Student 
Center , yon feel like you ' re 
walking1 into a mausaleum. I t ' s a 
courthouse in design, and It's cold 
ir. feeling. There s ver 
want to dra*?" ~D©OO-8 
building. Last year we were "use as 
happy we didn't draw any more 
than we did. If we want to involve 
students in something outside of 
their ac tua ly classroom ex-
periences, we need to have an 
attractive place. 
Ticker—What about the opening of 
the Student Center from 9:00 to 
8:00? 
Senour—This was done in error on 
my part; it was a short-sighted 
decision that was made rather 
quickly without really thinking. I'll 
admit my errors when I'm wrong. 
It was made in the summertime. I 
feel, in retrospect, especially as 
weather gets cold, and particularly 
because we haven't got the 23rd St. 
building, that students ought to be 
allowed to come in. Now I am 
concerned, however, about the 
health and welfare of all con-
cerned; so maybe it does mean 
that we have to take a staff 
member and have him come in 
when we open. 
Ticker—You have a number of 
new staff members. How were they 
selected? Were there any students 
in on the decision. 
Senour—Well, let's see. There is an 
appointments committee, of the 
Department of Students Personnel 
Services. 
Ticker—Are there students on 
that? 
Senour—There could be students 
as guests, but there's been very 
little student involvement in the 
selection of staff. 
Ticker—Do you think that the next 
time new staff members are hired 
there will be some form of student 
input? 
Senour—I'd like to set up a 
procedure. It would be wrong for. 
me just to say, "Sure there will 
be." 
The students have as much 
responsibility as staff, in terms of 
developing a system where by we 
involve them.. For example, if we 
were to be able "to hire a hew 
clinical psychologist. Even I don't 
like to set myself UD as a judge or: 
:hau. I rely pretty heavily on those 
-"-he £re clinics." psychologists, '*hc 
know ihe kind of training the in-
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dividual's had, what additional 
post-doctoral work he did, whether 
its suplimenting what kinds of 
training we have of people already 
on staff. € t would be a little 
presumptuous of me to say to 
them, this guy's better than that 
one because I don't know enough 
about it, and by the same token, is 
a student any better able than I 
would be to tell the chairman or the 
head of the counciling unit that this 
PHd in Ciinicai Psychology is 
better than that one? 
Ticker—Are you open to student 
input on most of your decisions? 
Senour—Sure, as a matter of fact, I 
probably shouldn ' t make any 
decisions without student in-
volvement. There are levels of 
decision-making, I suppose, and 
they (the students) may not want 
to be concerned about what kind of 
pencil sharpeners we buy for the 
office. On the other hand, certainly 
they want to be concerned about 
people that they are going to be 
dealing with. 
Ticker—At the recent reception for 
the new faculty, you made a 
s ta tement , when you were 
describing your job to them, that 
sometimes the President's attitude 
is to "keep them cool, Roy, keep 
them cool." Is that the President's 
attitude as far as what the Dean of 
S tudent ' s relat ionships to the 
students should be? 
Senour—That's oversimplifying it. 
I said that for effect. But or. the 
other hand, when you say ' 'keep 
the cool, Roy,' that covers a lot of 
things. Keeping the cool is more 
than just giving in to the students 
in every way, shape, and form just 
to keep things quiet. It's trying to 
provide some leadership, to give 
students the sense that they are 
involved in the decision-making, 
and, a s I freely admitted, maybe I 
have failed many times to do this. 
It 's far more complicated than j u s t 
having everybody behave like nice 
students. v ^ / 
j?e S2.vs this in "est tc ™s 2.nh" I 
was saying t: really in jesi. 3 u : a: 
create an uoheava! a n d vor tc have 
an upheaval created and this could 
haooen a: ar.v moment—we "re 
always sitting on a keg of 
dynami t e . One of the things 
students ought to take a look at is 
the kind of leadership that is being 
provided here, and criticize. And 
we'll be criticized-again, and you 
always hear the criticism, and you 
have to be a scapegoat. It's always 
the bean ' s fault when something 
isn't the way it should have been. 
Ticker—In terms of leadership, 
what could we look for in this year 
ahead? 
Senour—Last year was the year 
when I was kind of getting 
acquainted with the institution. 
Tve got a lot under my belt—I've 
been through the cycle once, I 
know the routine, I expect more 
this year than last year. Assuming 
I was on the honeymoon last year 
and they would give me the benefit 
of the doubt. 
I think there are several key 
areas where we've got to do more 
for students. 
One thing that was thrown into 
the hopper as a challenge was the 
50th St. Center. It is a unique op-
portunity to get somekind of class 
unity and feeling of belonging 
among that freshman class. There 
are handicaps and hazards and 
d i s advan t ages , but there a r e 
certain advantages. You can get a 
sense of "we-ness" among that 
group; and I ought to be up there 
doing more than I'm doing. 
I find we don't know an awful lot 
about pur students, and we do a lot 
of guesswork. I think we need to do 
some research. I think'-we also 
need to e v a l u a t e our- lounge 
program. A secondary gain that's 
come from the 50th St. Center, is 
that it has physically taken the 
pressure off this building, so that 
we don't find the lounges as 
jammed as they were last year. I 
feel that we need to take a second 
look at how we run our lounge 
programs to meet the needs under 
the current circumstances. I feel 
that what we can do through 
Student Personnel Services is give 
an individual an opportunity to 
develop his personality, to make 
himself more sensitive to the effect 
-is ~.z.z en clnsr people, .c maK5 
him more responsive, to help him 
:c rs la :s :c die bigger world abou: 
him. Xcw this isn't something 
; Continued on ? a s e 3: 
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Increase your reading speed at a free Mini-Lesson 
\- 50 minutes, over S0% -~ o:-:r Mini-Lessor, audiences 
increase their -eaclr.g spsec. .ds: s ;:ttie: i u : enough :c~ 
know what l is iiss. At ihs M:d-_;sscr: VOL will -find out 
how the Evelyn Wood technique handles difficult textbook 
material. How it improves memory and concentration. And, 
how it makes reading a pleasure instead of a chore. The 
Mini-Lesser, is one hoar that could change your life, too! 
Free M:r*.;-Lessor.s w:I.' i>e he'.d a t : 
George Washing tor .-.ore' 
23 Lexington Ave. 
Th is : Tues. 12noon, 2PM, 3FW. 
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you're going to learn in any class. 
You don't take Personality the way 
you t ake .a r t courses. You don't 
take "How to Get Along with 
People 1A," but the Student 
Center,_m a sense, is a laboratory 
where this can be done, and I think 
we need to take a look a t the kinds 
of experiences we're providing 
students. 
I would like to think that this 
year, somehow, we a r e going to be 
able to get a greater sense of 
direction and feel a sense of for-
ward thrust in strengthening the 
various areas . 
Baruch Hotline: Hotter Than Ever 
by Rosa.Cerrato 
Now that my headline has at-
tracted your attention do yourself a 
favor: read the rest of this article. 
If I know you (Baruch student 
.body) well enough you're probably 
telling yourself in that snotty way 
of yours: "Well, why should I ? " I'll 
tell you why. F i r s t because , 
modestly, speaking, I write damn 
good articles. Secondly because if 
you don't know about it you won't 
get it. 
Now I will stop the bs and I will 
speak seriously. 
" Baruch Hotline is a STUDENT 
REFERRAL SERVICE. What it 
means is that when something 
bothers ys we can go to room 307A 
of the main building, just about 
anytime during the day, and we 
will find somebody there to talk to 
us. 
The HOTLINE IS NOT A 
COUNSELING SERVICE. It is a 
STUDENT run project to help 
other students in whatever they 
need. The.need can .be anywhere 
from where is the Registrar's 
office to I need help with my 
personal problems. These students 
have received training in this field 
so they know what they are doing 
and they also have professional 
backup. None of the faculty asked 
them to start this program. They 
started the HOTLINE on their own 
because they saw that we needed a 
place where we could go and talk to 
someone who is on our own level. 
The students on the HOTLINE are 
really great. I wish I could convey 
to you the way these students are. I 
talked with them. I saw what 
they're doing, and a t first I 
coulnd't believe that at Baruch 
there a re students who put in Sme 
" i t : 
Musical Theater Workshop To Do Celebration 
"The theater is essentially a 
primitive experience. Unlike films 
or television or other media which 
a r e dependent upon machinery and 
science, the basic methods and 
effects of the theater exist un-
changed for' over five thousand 
years . Over ten. 
People gather in a circle. Before 
them is enacted an event. Usually 
there i s ' m u s i c * Usually there is 
dance. Sometimes there a re words. 
Make-up m a y be worn. And 
costumes. (Adornment is, after 
all, the earliest art .) A "story" 
may be told, and this may be "sad" 
or "funny" or "terrifying"'. Or 
even, if one is lucky, it may be all 
three a t once. This is the "fun" of 
the experience: the laughing and 
the weeping and the sudden gasps 
of terror. Behind this fun there is 
someth ing else—a bas ic con-
frontation between the forces of 
decay and those of regeneration— 
between Winter and Summer. 
What is the mjtarang of life? That 
is what we a r e gathered in a group 
to see. What can we hope for? What 
can we hold on to? What promises 
of Summer and re-birth should we 
look for when the earth seems 
barren? What reminders of death 
and Winter should we remember 
when the land seems lush and full. 
In short, the theatrical ex-
perience is essentially a religious 
one. With laughs. And tears. And 
terrorv And a few naked girls. It is, 
as I said, a primative experience 
dealing with primitive1 needs. And 
it was on the basi^OC this belief that 
"CELEBRATION^was written. It 
is not (Repeat: NOT) a musical 
comedy. (Although it is certainly 
musica l and hopefully, it is 
comedic too.) It is an attempt at a 
RITUAL EXPERIENCE." 
The above statement by Tom 
Jones and H a r v e y Schmidt 
(authors of "THE FANTASTICS" 
now in its second decade * Off-
Broadway) tells how they came to 
write and produce the his rock-
musical "CELEBRATION". Jack 
Light, director of the Musical 
Theater Workshop, was delighted 
to report that "CELEBRATION" 
was an almost unanimous choice 
for the workshop's first production 
at the first workshop meeting 
Thursday, October 5th. He went on 
tc "S£̂ " that "CZL^SBRATIOX"' 
seems XD offer the oesi of ail 
possible worlds as a kick-off 
venture for the workshop. "The 
music is great ; plus a script full of 
action, fun and moments of deep 
confrontation and challenge. There 
are four strong leads, three males 
and one female . These four 
characters a re backed up and 
almost led through the plot by the 
" R e v e l e r s , " a group of in-
determinate size, who do a little bit 
of everything. Sometimes they are 
reminiscent of the chorus in an 
ancient Greek tragedy; at other 
times, a Shakespearean troup. 
Their characters and personalities 
change with each scene as they 
find a new role to fulfill. They sing, 
dance act, create the locale for 
each scene and so forth, and 
primarily with masks—scores of 
masks ' 
I know this is an ambitious un-
dertaking, but from what I have 
already seen of Baruch in four 
short weeks, I guarantee you the 
talent is HERET X .hope thjs pilot 
project will be the s ta r t of "a fan-
tastic resident organization that 
will produce at least two musicals 
£ year plus offer some smaller less 
formal "showcase" or miniature 
opportunities for performance— 
both of standard material and our 
own original work. 
All that is needed to sell this 
venture is YOUR support. If you've 
never worked on a show or been in 
one, you don't know what you've 
missed. On stage or off stage— 
e i t h e r way, doing a show is a good 
trip. This is too good an op-
portunity to miss. This is your 
chance to hoof it or a t Jeas t to 
support your friends while they go 
at it. And we need a cast of 
thousands' In the theater "it 's 
what's out back that counts." Try 
out for a part . But we also have to 
get the whole number together; 
sets, props, masks, costumes (and 
they will be WILD), make-up, and 
of course, the music. Do yon play 
rock instruments? Piano, per-
cussion? Or others. We need, your 
bodies. Come get in on the action. 
Room 1291 is where it's gonna start 
happening on Thursday, October 
12th from 12 til 2 P.M- If that m a t 
work bat for yoa, come hy the 
Music Department and fh*d me 
and let's make < 
another time. The main thing 
that we want yon involved. 
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and effort into a project just to help 
other students. But they do. 
The HOTLINE gives help and 
information on academics, the 
draft , legal re fer ra l , family 
problems, hass les , problem 
pregnancy, birth control, drug 
related problems, or just to rap 
about anything and everything that 
is on your mind. The HOTLINE is 
located in Room 307A of the Main 
Building. The phone number is 533? 
0660. 
We can either walk-in anytime 
between 10:00 A.M.—4:00 P.M. (by 
the way they a r e planning to ex-
tend the hours and we will know 
about it in the future), Monday 
thru Friday without needing an 
appointment, or we can call up the 
above phone number and get what 
we need anonymously right on the 
phone. 
This project was started last 
term by a few students who went to 
Dean Senour with the idea. They 
soon got full support from the Dean 
because he too saw the need for it 
and thought it would be fantastic to 
have such a project. At first they 
stationed themselves at the church 
BASEMENT because the kind of 
room they wanted could not be 
found at the time here at Baruch. 
In six weeks that they were there 
they got ten (10) phone calls and 
quite a few walk-ins. Some of these 
students asked information about 
the phone numbers of various 
offices. Others asked about birth 
control (i.e., where to go for it, and 
how much it will cost me) , and 
some just came in to r ap with 
them. 
The problem with the church 
BASEMENT w a s tha t nobody 
knew where it was located. So, this 
term they switched back here to 
the Main 
they fbnodr the 
appointment for / 307A is and it is also closer to the 
mm 
General Meeting 
Oct. 12 Rm. 404 
ail invited 
As I said before fins is really a 
great project. Theie is nothing 
forma? about it. No records a r e 
kept of your visit tanyway. yoc 
don't have to give your name if yoc 
don't want to because this is not the 
principle they work on). 
The service is there. If you need 
:t by ail means go and get it. If yoiz 
need :i and you don't go and get :: 












. . BBA's, MBA's -.v-ork in 
Africa, South America. Asia 
or here :r. the U.S. as a 
PEACE CORPS VISTA 
volunteer . Gain valuable i 
experience setting up cor-
porations, credit unions, co-
ops—conducting marketing 
and labor surveys 
es tabl ishing long range 
economic goals at all levels 
of g o v e r n m e n t — t e a c h 
production, marke t ing , 
accounting, econometrics, 
etc. 
Pepresentatives will be at 
Baruch College Placement 
Office 
on Wednesday, Oct. 18 
Any other time call 264-7123 
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joy<>ver xriy c leathfessp»^. either: I really 
don't know whether to^ejproud or Insulted 
h y - ' i t . • • ' . ' - - . . - , ; • • • ' - • • - • : . . ^ " - • ' - • - • - • ' -
^ If you have made the effort.to read this" 
colleetio«.- of trivialities, it might have 
penetrated that in t h e space of these 
columns that you have been subjected to 
rnsutltv abuse,; ridicule^ and general 
• . • - : r -* . 
**-,<>£ mri 
^ . ' - r 
Today i s Friday. I-ast vr©rkiii£iniri*e-^t^ thfeln^lalanguslrl^Sforced 
^ - ,_ ^ ..... . _ r t ^ - ^ -J---,: ^ .̂- - this civiiizatipn. Some escape the shacfcled our senses shatJMyinrfge of Reprocess of 
fairly: adequate C;0. « a i » pr>^ha rdsnip :p^rj0 <fe\>\A the masses do^not. -Upoo me 4s -tenaainatioii is vague btititcan certainly be 
c4alm it will bedifficult for the Local Board - ̂  ^estmg period. I h^ve freed, mys<Eaf at chrbnologicany^ti^tedb^^Tiegpi^ my 
tablish su Ticlent reasons for denying ^ ^ - ^ -^jst I have ^ --to establish su ificient;r£Sus<^T«^...ae^i^
;.|»^^^-^^/J^^ .5 have nomfng more pVessi^-^saBsfe^ 
claim tjased. solely on the information in the ^ ^ th^ug^ts ^ CreaUng. Sa I smrite. i ^ of ̂ ^^societst through^t t i e^^ ie^ i^e fore 
V ' ' . ' 
registranrs file, yndef cuireht r^ulatidhs, christian society of the 20th 
if thê  Board;does.'classify. tlie registrant I7A m 0 r e oppressed and less ret , . .. ^ . v ^ „ . w rebellious t$an any senses^1 must . , . - , ~ 
they mu^.g ive him a wntteit summary of; 0ther in our recorded history. This^roup of / hav«^- never possessed &r luimbers or the ieasofjs^ given -for the c 
'•^^xi^^maiS^aKe^ the registrant J has 
fifteen d a y ^ ^ m t the date of mailing typed 
on the J^otice^ot Gbssification to request a 
strength: 
Each of us has a conception of the "Mind 
degradationviWhy you have expressed no VpepsonaT appearance before fi>e -jftocai ^ h e m ^ l v e s - w e stumble- blind by choicer to'it^fs^^ 
commentoyer this shabbyrtreatment leaves >...gard. I n most ea^es. draft c«8f iBSore .^{J^^ T h f e o ^ ^ n o T n l y s u b j ^ ^ ^ 
one wondering just what this constituency oT n4<jvise (heir <:ounselees not to take a^r _ Co^c^ousriess i s ^ t t a n all time ebb: 'The __cdnvey is the toowiiig of kno^ving. Man has 
^ f h a s t Q s a ^ b o u t any^i«g% T^ifta ifefcce^tupor has overtakeq the roost the faculties to be kke a universe btit his 
conditions upon them being so intense that 
individuals no longer are coghi^w* of them.^ 
AstSiesheepLbh their slaughterhousestroll, •«. - t - - - - - - - *. , ^ « 
tiaveno interest in thefateof the universe or' ofrOarn**,•;«««^«>smic%wled^ For many 
— • - — d^ a& it ido^>fws^n«r but 
n>y subject." What.I.Boean to 
M-
that 
<)ne^of^y favorite examples "of your ^I^-r 
d<m^-\t^ifa^be-botherebV:bout^ att-
your collective;ass sitting ph ~y appearance for aUSbf thVreaspn^described' ^ i^^joSLfTne^gi in-^fts of reality btan^^c bel^i^ktfr^i^^^^ferar' 
-atpove. . S - ~ t n e eyes be feid endurance. This is-not to-. Jm^gine^^abi^Ba^e*«^^be dete^e^^lrtrich 
say that ma«Tof us almost constantly stare x-onfii^^''lii^..'<l^>'M>M«pst'.: 8ie force 
Wilder Chapter €22 of the Registrants at thebi^aiiance; only that we are unable to distracting could be called the comforting 
the Week. Xme usually nnas-it r ^ _ „--s.-r?^^«n-«-i .^ ' inmpuww ^%H«»^ iw-io^ «c miritv we n * loncer oossess. J>len^, of tune, no rush. I mm 4»t turn 
c^iatego trip that some people 
laughingly rrfer-.'to as the: jhasthfead. 
*Qu«estion"of 'question at ipei»eeK. vwie tcuany » m » «i - - - - ^ ^ . ^ ^ n , ^ * « i four-vear college tirice of purity we no kmger possess, « l e n ^ c* tune, no msn. i  
S S S a S g ^ ^ * ^ ^ a & " S L S S S d ^ ^ S * S t t ^ ^ 5 X ? ? S ^ ^ • « • m y s ^ f ^ t U a l t .ny watts are 
burned. 
.-. Anyway, the '"Question of the Week*' is a 
' "little device where someone thinks up some 
asinine question to ask of some ̂ segment' of 
this ^asiniftewasylura tf deBbe*rate^ use the 
word "asjHum^smceit is the 6ne word that 
c leaves , the best impression of an uistitption 
' of idiots)- ^ l a t we;gef fpr^ls'joiirnalistic 
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-s^d^u*••.^.T,•-,'^? S^ t^ -
:ii 
• ^ ^ 
r«a^ 
r«3F^3p 
iv . " -Kv ;T»>^ ^2fcE*4»«i^-
•*.-iil»**i 
iffrtXfi^". 
&r*.-wse^ * i * 2 G 
Existence" of ot!ierS-^wn# jnadle the same 
. ~ mistake that we did. 1 am really looking 
forward to the day they ask: "Why dicT you 
c^mieHa'feu-uch College?•" It should proxe 
;° interesting to hear the. answers, prpyided 
, > . / m^y,are d e a n enough to be.printajfl^, -=L.. 
~*zf' iA^oUier' good example of . the s«kients 
:^ abandoning the stop, before the sjiip is 
wrecked (thereby causing the ship-wreck\ 
^ i i r e ^ a n y one of,' several student 
fjrgriniiations. To begin with, the tot^l 
"• population of any one cftib never exceeds the 
^:p6p!flflatic*iof Heri^MicJiiganxpope 2p>. AlTof 
'* -yon idealistic young'tax-payers vvho^ a c e sp •" 
i-igbteously angry at the padded public 
^assiitance rolls ought to take apeek .at the ; 
'° varS»n>^ trlub* membershi0 lists. For 
- \exampie: :Gorrect roe if I'm w*ong; DidnS 
•* -Itfr^^ernard Barucltpass awayKiuite a few 
years^ago? WeH. according to certain^ 
T>^anizatk»ns^not only is festive and well,, 
"but$e^isa dues-paymg member. In fact it 
has been reliably reported that the photo 
"'• people of the iM.-messhave an appointment 
^ waiting fnr> Mr. B. Barucn tsocial^security 
^ mni ib^ unknown) fbir his f.D. photograph. 
Mr. Baruch has to this time failed to appear. 
If ny now youVe managed to figure out 
that 1 Vecbeen desperately trying to put you 
on, yiiw!r«fe|lf ri^rt. It was not my purpose 
to contend that we^U are idiots, not even 
half-wits.-'Fo those involved in TICKER. Jhe 
r^lHuiisv or -^u l f eS^ers^ these 
^ gems are personal opinion presented 
herewith for the^students of this illustrious 
asy him to do with a* they please. But on the 
other hand, hidden i n Jhe jest and the Joke 
- -•nmyfi^^^qtfia^^Hmioti'we^ traipse 
through the halls. « t e zombies. Perhaps it 
,./ give»hi<morw> tesflmpny to why only lfr,?6 
r. percent Stthe schob\thOught enough of their 
rights and responsibilities to exercise the 
power of the. vote. 
s? ^ Perb^p^. in some^small wsy the'satire and 
theoutrfghtatteropt^athnmor explain why 
T some of us- jtake some time to create and 
'' return, some miniscale eontribution in ex-
L $hange f^^.mooVejt college education. Qf 
v more importap<^^rhy do s o many others 
bhndly jo^.the^hip of k^sputo. placid « id 
seif-Dossessed, saihng akwg without even 
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w* immiY, io/n/72 
dub registration forms to be turned m . . . 
: Room 411 Student Center 
All " Incomplete** •-: grades-
rece ived for the Spring 1972 
semester must be cleared by 
October IS; 1992; otherwise m e . 
grade becomes a n "H" (equivalent 
of a failure) and carries -2 quality 
points for each credit in the course. 
The joint student and faculty 
coordinators of Barueh for 
McGovern are seeking volunteers 
to man tables forr information and 
l i terature in the c o m m u n i t y 
surrounding Barueh College. The 
coordinators hope/ to begin this 
operaGon on Thursday OctJL2,1972 
for from 12 noon to 2 PJM. They 
hope to continue the operation 
every Tuesday a n d Thursday at 
those hours. Anyone interested in 
. - I>AY SESSION 
STUDENT 
" GOVERNMENT 
At Oris point in time in the term, 
a _new student government has 
been seated. Due to the fact that, 
setting up a F e e s Committee and 
Meeting to decide budgets will take 
a few weeks, an advance allocation 
o f 10 percent of last term's budget 
will be in effect. These funds will 
be coming out of your final budget 
this term. All newly chartered 
clubs who are eligible to receive 
funds will be given a $25 advance. 
Those clubs whose 10 percent will 
g ive them Jess than $25, will use 
that ^as""-their advance. For the 
exact amount s ee Mitch Green-
stein in room 420 S.C. or leave a 
note for him there. 
/^Please watch your mail and the 
volunteering should contact Prof. < Z > * e r m the near future for an 
Al Marcus of the e d u c a t i o n 
Department, Information is also 
available at the McGovern Table in 
the lobby and through Mr. Jay 
Weiner in the College mailroom. 
Last'"'" Call for Varsity 
Cheerleaders Team. Open to ex-
per ienced or inexperienced 
f e m a l e s and m a l e s . See Mr. 
Howard Engel of the Physical 'and 
Health Education Dept. in Room 
710 A, of the Main Building, any 
t ime and' sign up. Meeting (get 
together) and tryouts will be held 
Wednesday, October 11th, 1972 on 
the 6th floor of the Main Building 
from 3 to 4 P.M. Or see Mr. Engel 
right away. 
Y E A A A - T E A M M M 
The English 9 Qualifying Exam 
for exemption from English 9 wiD 
be given on Thursday. November 2 _ 
nouncements about Fees Com-
mittee budget hearings. 
Hillel's sponsoring Barueh's only 
McGovern-Nixon debate this 
Thursday October 12 at 12:00 p.m. 
In the main^building room 203 
featuring Rabbi Steven Lerner vs. 
Rabbi Seymour Siegal. 
E V E R Y DAY HILLEL HAS^ 
KOSHER SANDWICHES AT 
DISCOUNT PRICES - 144 EAST 24 
St. 
Hillel is having a g m a t dance this 
Saturday nite October 14 at 8:30 
p.m. - In the lounges of the student 
center—137 E . 22nd St. 
Baruch ians f ree wi th iden-
tification. AH others 75 cents 
donation. There wfll b e a l ive band 
: 
Auditorium 4( Ihe Main _ ^ 
The Exam win also be given in the 
evening of the s a m e day at 6?00 to 
8:00 and 8:00 to 10:;; in 4 North. 
-43my transfer students who havcT 
transfer credit for six or more 
EngHsh Composition credits are 
eligible to take this examination. 
'Any transfer student who has 
three transfer credits of English 
Composition must take rengK«ii 9. 
Barueh students who received 
leas man " B " in RngKgh 1 at 
Barueh are not eligible for this 
examination. 
ATTENTION: SIGMA ALPHA 
'.<•- - v ^ - ^ - - %r-"•''"• ~ " : " : ~ 
atfse 
SIGMA ALPHA 
S E R V I C E IS 
, October 12 at 1:15 in 





P f A L L S U B J E C T 
TUTORS ARE PAID $&0t 
(BARUCHSOUTH) AND 
AT THE FRESH-
CENTER. PICK U P PORMS 
~ RM. 415 or RM. 411 
I P YOU WTSH T O ^ B E 
PICK atJP - T H E 
IN THE-.«PREVIOUSLY 
Anyone interested in watching 
the College Varah^ Bowhng Team 
in action, m a y attend any of their 
matches, which aire scheduled 
every Sunday afternoon, from 2 to 
5 PJtf. They are held a t Bowl Mor 
Lanes, here fa Manhattan. The 
Lanes are located a t 11© University 
Place, which is between 11th and 
12th Streets and b e t w e e n 6th Ave. 
and BroadwJly. R e m e m b e r ; 
Sunday, 2-5prn^ifc the 4th floor and 
support our bowlers. W e l l be glad 
to s e e you. 
WA3VTEO FOR BETA ALPHA PS1 ' 
Students who feel that they are 
eligible for the membership of 
B E T A ALPHA P S I (Nat ional 
Honary Accounting Fraternity) 
can l e a v e n a m e and address in 
Room 415, Student Center, or call 
Raymond Chiang 931-0875 at night. 
STUDENT DRAFT COUNSELING 
WILL T H E DRAFT E N D JULY 
L M72?????T??r?? U y o u would 
Mke to know the alternatives and 
some thought* about the future of 
the draft, came to m e STUDENT 




October 12 at 11:30 - 1:30 
Rooms 612-613 (50th Street) 
_> 
/ 
The Brothers Of Tav Epsilon Phi 
Fraternity Cons^ally Invite 
All Students And Faculty To The 
TEi SMOKER 
M» 
Friendship And Fraternilism 
Smorgasborg Dinner and Beer will be served 
This Friday Oct 13 
TE0 HOUSE 
862 E. 14th St. 
Bklyn, (bet Ave H ft l>) 
At 8:30 PM Gall Brace 
For More fatfo 
241-8190 
i £ IK S zs ZE Z S 3CE J 
CN1TL THE LAST THURSDAY OCTOBER12, 1972 
. BOOM 4 NORTH 





^ - ^ - - - -..-^,---.- . - » —• g ytm need personal counseling, 
Oj^eflfaQoa for gradrmtmg seniors come to room 387A,- in the student 
B A candidates par- center. 
^ a l l , 1972 On- . HOURS 
on Thursday MON. 11-2 
4 SouttTai jtt > ; T U B . * * 3 - -, 
^i i -vv / . - .^r - . ' '-:*y^ -:; n's.r-:-^ \WKBM 10-3, 3-4 . . .- ~ ..-. 
WghUghtof the meeting wfll THUR. ri-* 
£8*- H-12, 1-2 
B ^ d n f t A S e l l s , GAP U&JE SHOULO B E MORE 
THAN t J U S T _A TJOT-
rtr^xf^ 
•?*£?. - r ^ * - •* -.*^--w£i "-•" - •»- ̂  ~-Z-' x**'^-
Wednesday, October 11,1972 
TlQKER 
"sce ipwsfc^ *».* 
§ :ir. a 
RfcftadM>MXXUOUUUB $9SB 
"Sxir^gtt^^jfeisVfigfciiE tfce-yo*tti vote?" 
• ^ ^ 
TICKER 




• • # • ' • 
w -̂'V''-̂ Sw~%-*' ~~^^F^"'_____^^^<^__l^^__l____B___H__i____>r' -.-;^*I"• JM -^ 
- j v . l v 1 - ^ ' : ^ * : -
short while^agais «^rner Bros, .didn't already know, therri^dea^ ^ r a a r y y ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ j ^ 
truly :^afn|flcf«nf ?THE> with the early Hfe of Sir Winstonij«sea on James H^tons Lost 
£MKHUl* l&^^ C t o n r t ^ ^ i s b a s e d p r ^ ^ - ^ ^ i ^ l w - i 
m^m*':>&itfiU& bBsy littte^beave^, toor *£**£• 
TJhited^Stai^3&^ **** ' J ^ ^ w S 
~ ^ • • ' • • • ' • • • : & * 
_S^-*r 
coi 
; f - ' : . ^ - , > - ^ 
oTi J_fii ^Erieli, basA i c - the musical version of t&e Irit : ^ A ^ ^ 
_ - ^ ^ ^ ^ _ . , . w ™ j l $ » < ^ i i ^ 
AfcWAYS 
_ ^ 0 0 t W A O T i C ^ ^ 
i - : l & i ^ » ^ ; : : ^ , ^ i a : ^ ; ^ Set- o p e ^ ^ u w n w B j i ^ ^ By 
£ ^ : ^ ^ _ _ J _ ^ ^ •'••*r__~;::^;->^^ fllmv caHed «*Sbam*«^ -t_and -(Confinuedon Page 10? ..•• 
' "WiJBIg*!'1-!?-^^^ western 
>jXmiiM^ and^ J y j f a ^ , ^ >.;ŵ -- i ^ H * ^ ? . I 1 r W :^€ol!!toW«':i^ctfflhes ba£Just 
> . - — • • - . - - ^ V . . . . ^ . . 
* -̂̂ r "^v s^2 r > :*-r >' 
: ^ S ^ ? ^ _ f ^ _ i _ _ 
^ : 
, < « . T J B < ^ K J ^ . - •<_* 
V*:__- " " . U*.* 
. • •3K- . • * • . • • • - . • 
i__^__%__ .«??__; : v^r: -v**; 
^ . - • i - / * r ^ . T ^ '
: i - : • • • . J # - -
Sw : 
•J*;-17? 
treixiB, released Uiefirst^lm shown at the -^ 
tteme IJncoln Center JF*estiva^and #«; -• - . ^ , 
ed 4atest from Erich Rohraer C W Dwie is a brandwjw play ihat ^ue^ thing tb^t lost^ne was^toe 
o t ^ » ^ t ^ A t , j^ttd*s>r^ia«!t f̂C3aire*sV just opened : at the Broadway 0otICseeii*edtbatfAflai^a^^ve 
— iCnee"). This one is cafled CHLOE Theater ahif just happens -to be bad a-son named Dude who was 
IN t H E AJFTEBNOOSh Wi sifc directed by TonxO^Bbrgan Of Hair* pure aad towcent and was Jbn--:<tf posed to be quitegood, «Bite4 ̂ R̂" It is the newest musical to bit stantb/ being confronted by both 
^ W n W p l a v m g at the 68* Street Broadway tms young; season: v Good «ndr'-^y9; Poor Dode just 
^ ^ ^ ^ —*——^ -r « - p ^ Playbouse/Bob RafebKm has anew. Dude is being presented in ?&e/ \c<Hddir*t^teeidewbie>way to turn, 
f - f l i i k From rounds which means th*^^prodtieers rTbat was the first:aet^ When the 
' " a % a ^ i ^ m ^ « w ^ V ^ b S ^ ^ n the man wba did "Head" and bad to shell outa lot of money i»fec ^second aet^eame abour the poor 
^ S a S ^ ^ S w t o ^ : ; ! ! R t t f e " ^ | j v **Five Easy^"Piece^:^now comes up the theatre like it is. The seats audience seemed as lost as Twas 
~*si^-W6mjFiBH&^^ KSNG&t&mA&n&GARr are divided; tnto ••- different about:what-wa* happening. The 
t ^ E ^ m ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ i ^ ^ Wautted DENS, tt" stars Jack Nicholson, categories such as: Valleys, Trees, only other thing that I understood 
id^£i&©w^^ Fob^alls, and Mountains. Tbe M the end was ^that Good 
.„ . . . ^nt igf j i^ ^nUa*^"V fav gnd- AIk>natwHi isLagain one of Mr. p^cesvaryaccordingly.-B^ 
?'*"" ^ 5 j v i ^ . 4aSers qguess*) the gamut was Ilafelson's themes. It opens jaext shame that the money was wasted, ' ^ 
p ^ ' > - ^ ^ - . ^ f--̂ ^̂  The onby, good thing that I can 
7%a^er ^a*#e»^^ ̂  a Teal eircus. say about Dude is that the music 
, ^^ ^,-^j , . r,.-.. ..̂ ^ . m a ] ^ filins late s p c h ^ i y ^ opens a reserved seat r This musical cannot, be <3>m^ was encouraging and loud It was 
~'-.':l:"v W-^'^7^^^^/-T -'.:^ - are s W gomg sa^ongT^Tbe Can- engagement shortly ;over}rat-:;fliev:;.4^Br^
:fo..u^/;o&9\mi»ic^L from the only thing that kept the 
^iJB^^.JS^£v^S-v/^\.v ^iu^ idea- was- probably audience from falling into a deep 
and Peter Boyle, is now arouad tĥ ^̂^ 
c^H;^?^SwSt:'': ^ M P ^ Fortoan and directedpB^^cbaitd: Superstar, or Godspell. if K ac- that had me tapping my foot but 
•^•m\ 
: ^ 1 
• • o ^ l 
*«D£Bv*&afoeef!^ Attenbwpbu^j; ^«^fi^i^-st5W: taaBy a mishmosb1 of them- aB; that was about ttr All 1 can say is 
andBl^t Reynold, is a bauuti^^^ 
_f. ^•• .^->- - i - film still on first run. Released a newcomer Simon 
Aime ̂ ifiara«tft and^^^^cejpt ;f6r one tiling—all three that Dude may be a first; 
tenvWai^^l^J^^^^^^ m first what f Just don't know 
but a 
->-.^>:- >:•-
*Tbe great poets are also to- be 
known by die abscoee ^ ftem -of 
tridcrand by the justifk»tion of 
SgT-^ro-^..,^.^ •--.— - y ^ J ^ - y - ~ t ^ " - - - - ^ ? r
w r ? ' - ^ ; - » - ^ ^ - ' - ^ - ^ - • - . - « -
:̂ -a«£. - « W M --* ~^" 
- - . ^ " - ^ 
Es^ma vida de 
Contra lo lajusto-y_ fe mate 
Contra un bianco,cancer f 
?*• Contra 
• • • * « " • 
• ^ 
" Contra un bninbre bianco 
Contra uarbombre negro 
V : ' - ; Ycohtrsrun 
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time Ca total of about 75 tn 
Session), reabzed 
jhfc 
i968 and whose main f u n c ^ w a s ^ 
to arrange trips^ to restaurants, to cui.. 
clubhand museums as a way to affect ^ T„^_1T,„r ^^^ 
educate those interested i n ^ ^ w j n % and^ ^ ^ ^ a i r : ^ 
-• - > > • : " , ' - . - - : * " 
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._ saw the need to 
create an organization through 
which'- Puerto I_«an and Latin ;-^:^,:>--' • • ̂ M-.*~&.^~£^:-;*^?fgg* 
- 1 . Involve themselves in school In my Mes woadexv^ path ^ " - ^ v5 ^ 
activities and c««_a_Bmty a f f ^ ^ 
2. Develop personal potentials in <«» yo&t impact it bai^ : : >^ ^ k i v 
community organization and / / ;- -v"-̂ :/; _̂ ..'•'."•"'.-;•.".-:•..'-̂ •-''-'/i-•;--":̂ k̂̂ .;-
feateShip by becoming aware of p. for Puerto atrt JU fwr Bicana 
the culture, history and politics of the name of great people 
thePuei^RicanandJLatin People. Wlwhave_{uifesedpra^ndscaTo^ 
ojoe snowier, rby in th|s coosb^ 
- - ' / ' • 
;**/•-
Africans w«dd 
_ «€ the" people the trip to wbat was going on_ 
ia» <E%e Coast was very efdoyable. were led dewn to the. 
mace ef 
x- _<» C o * s t tt w m s tteir lunch time and rortfuoc the African w , to wl_ere 
» » the ctretiker of the caatle. was toezweie. Then th(yweieMin^^ 
« _ . _ , leaving for bus meat Cteie of the the bole of aiejsb^ 
« a t t t e ,_.M__.,_t___., •>___,• aAftJ _f we were down to the floor 
I told him then ̂ ail away 
__».'"" " " " ' '" ""*" " " " ' " " ' 
for fcdm m d be would returb_ We Thousabtidbs of brodters 
students and faculty 
a t Baruch College about D . is for Development 
Puerto Rican and other Spanish of our spirits, niinds, and 
cultures. To be lu11y_awye ^ 
fti^ ? &, in 1968, the Puerto Rican and And to>dk9r8lahd oin- gocOs. 
~ Latin students here began this 
organization under pressta:e from E . is for ISnlighteninc-it 
some members «f the Spanish wbicfa comes as wejeab-e 
Department, who tried very hard th^richness of "<mz > 
to prevent the ot^anizaSon from *be wonders o_ 
of Vbea we patlMtii ___. 
the Puerto Rican and Latin we get tbe word PRjlDiC 
students, the organizatida -was Wlncfa is exac^ 
I fbmdf^»_-oedlandis successfully sbrwing i^e have in our 
«— ?*%*$£? • 
• -_! js>__<»«^s«: 
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. (Continued from J'ageja) " 
the t tae you read tins, this critic 
wefll have'already seen tj^im so 
New Star . •..." 
\;̂ '̂ CContmued Anom-]gage 9) . ; 
- / • 
witnessed hit me so hard that I 
you can look forward to its review^ r ecordedmy visit on at least-three 
!'.-
•:**5fe-. 
shortly. It opens at the Ziegfeld 
'•':' Theatre. Also from-U-A. is the film 
-~- version:. 
of the hit stage play MAN 
OF LA MAltfCHA. The film 'stars 
- Peter OToole and Sophia Loren. 
From. Pier Paolo Pasolmi ("The 
- Gospel According to St. Matthew", 
^The Decameron", ete.> will be 
•The Canterbury Tales". And also 
~J'-~^~be~-^K3eased through -United: 
Artists will be Kobert (*'A Man For 
All Seasons?*) Bolt's LAMB. 
Bernardo Bertolucci, the man who 
directed the beautiful and effective 
"The Conformist" will be 
represented with THE LAST 
TANGO IN PARIS. T,HIS ONE 
WAS ALSO SHOWN AT THE 
Lincoln Center Film Festival. 
Paramount Pictures has already 
released A SEPARATE PEACE 
whicfr is based-on the John 
Knowles book. The reviews have 
been dynamite and so; too; is the 
boxoffice of the Cinema II Theatre. 
To be released soon is a film that's 
gotten some good advanced notice: 
BAD COMPANY. A few weeks 
time should see the opening of 
LADY SINGS THE BLUES. 
roles of film. Little did I imagine 
that Cape* Coast Castle would be 
"-to: morehorrify ingand gruesome. 
It was nearly two o, dock when 
we finally returned to Cape Coast 
and we needed something to eat. 
Our friend took us to a small cafe in 
which we could eat We hadn't 
really eaten anymingsince we had 
left the campus and really were in 
need. The only food that this 
restaurant served was a dish 
known as Kabob. Kabob is a meat 
brod. over a charcoal stove. The 
meat is usually very hot and spicy. 
Kabob is usually eaten by those 
who have drunk heavily and are 
looking for something to eat. It is 
supposed to cut the liquor. The 
Kabob we had was so hot it had our 
nose and eyes running. Not only did 
It get our nose and eyes but it also 
gave us the runs for about the next 
ten days'. 
The Cape Coast Castle is built on 
a-cock near the ocean's edge just 
like' her sister castel Elmina: 
Because of the rocky shoreline and 
the tricky current the large vessels 
derground without light and a good 
amount of clean air make this 
castel moi«teri^bJeih«nElmina, 
for at least at Elm in a the cells did 
have fresh air and light but at Cape 
Castel there were onty three little 
crudely cut windows cut out above 
the sea wall. With no light, no clean 
air and very little food and water, 
"many Africans die before they 
could even reach the slayeship that 
stole away so many of them. 
From the tower of Cape Castel I 
received the most beautiful view of 
' narration. ̂  There,— are four un-
derground compartments at Cape 
^CasteL-They were divided into two 
^for the men and two for the women: 
With the nursery and the kitchen 
outside and above ground. As 
many as 1500 people were kept 
here at one time. To- make the 
room si 2e more realistic; go look at 
a living room and a master 
bedroom and put them -together, 
and you will understand the size of 
those rooms. With the aid of the 
' lantern-like flashlight we .were 
___ shown how -the- Africans" were 
the sea. The sfopug^gea breezes chained andboited down to _the. 
caught into my nostrils andalmost 
made me'forget what I had seen 
and what I had come to see. The 
guild bad finally come to take us on 
our Journey into the past of human 
misery. He seemed relieved that 
there were no Europeans or white 
Americans "With us. For we found 
out later that many Afro-
Americans had taken their hatred 
and frustrations out on those who 
they held responsible for what 
these castels represent. As we 
floors and the walls of the castel. 
The guild showed us what first 
appeared to be an air vent._JFIe_ 
explained that this vent was used 
to help spy on the Africans by 
listening to what they were saying* 
What the jailer would do was*hire a 
local man who spoke all the local 
languages and have him listen to 
what the imprisoned brothers and 
sisters had to say. When the local 
man discovered a plot he would run 
and tell the castel keeper. 
entered the dungeons that same Punishehient for plotting was 
feeling of chills was once again death by beating. The punishment 
upon me I felt more than ever me was usually done in the cells so that 
feeling of deep depression. Then as all could witness what had hap-
me wind off the seas passed pened and for those who could not 
through the underground tunnels I see they .would surely hear what 
^ ^ f r F 3 3 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ couldn't play the same game that 
story of BtoessingerBfllyHflJday. played at Elmina they had to 
WeJttinto^seasoBweshould also « £ * „ transport vessels in 
^ S ^ B ^ ^ ^ ** * * ft***' loading. The CapTcastel cells are 
even more inhumane than the 
CHILD'S PLAY and Franca 
("Romeo and Juliete") Zeferelli's 
BROTHER, SUN SISTER MOON, 
ft'sabout^^fifeof St. Francis of 
could almost hear the moans and 
crys of the thousands who were 
trapped here. I could smell the 
-smell of a thousand bodies pushed 
together and chained to await their 
fate. One could almost hear the 
tribal songs that had been sung and 
me beating and cursing used by the 
was happening. On some of these 
walls we could still see bone 
fragments and pieces of torn flesh 
still on the walls. 
As we left these chambers of 
horrors out of the shadows of the 
light you could almost make out 
Universal Pictures will soon t>e 
releasing PLAY IT AS IT LAYS. 
Joan Didion*s book is the source 
and it stars Tony Perkins, Tuesday 
'%ettt; sad"" • Tammy, -Grimes . 
Directed by Frank ("LutrSunh 
iner**£- P<erryv Rex Reed l i a s 
Elmina cells, for atCape Coast me 
whole complex is built un- jailer who heard these songs: The the shape of men and women held 
derground. Except for the Mtfehen songs of hopelessness and death, in Dondage here. You could once 
and ttie nursery aB the slaves were ~ 
kept in dug out cells. Being un-
The songs of life which no longer again hear their cries of help and 
had the,, wish to live—and then utter despair. You could also hear 
the laughing and teasing of the 
jailers. I could almost see the 
r jailers, as they picked out the 
'prettiest women to take to their 
beds and degrade them by raping 
them. For those who didn't submit 
-were either beaten into submission 
or murder. This is what happened 
here a t this place where the most 
horrible of aB- crimes have been 
committed. As I stood waiting for 
my friends to complete their 
picture taking and finally 
questioning: I knew that I could 
nev*£_return to Cape Castel or 
_EJninaLJ5or.LknewJhat ojitolalLI. 
had suffered and all I had ex-
perienced in my young life I had 
never been { so shaken; felt so 
helpless and so sad. For these 
places had done to Afro-Americans 
what nothing else in the world 
could do, it w a s a place where the 
only thing we could do was cry. For 
all the anguish and pain of long 
forgotten centuries had finally 
caught up with u s All mat was.now 
left was a hollow feeling that is still 
hard to shake. I, too, a m glad that 
no whites were with us on those two 
tours for I don't really think that I, 
or my friends could have con-
trolled our emotions. 
For on the trip back to Accra I 
-could not bring myself to speak to 
anyone. I had problem dreams on 
the trot-trot back and for the next 
couple of weeks after. For when 
the group of City U students went 
to Elmina and Cape Castel 1 heard 
that four girls passed out and 
brothers were seen with tears in 
their eyes. I don't think any place 
could move Black people in such a 
way as this. Next issuer^Themyth 
of Africans hating Afro-
Am erica ns. -
- ' ^ • ^ 
\ 
Judge Denutz 
(Continued from Page 1) 
i s on the board of directors of 
-United Neaghbw4wodvHousefr and 
jiHiaiiuaaaofthe<>>mHntteeon Law 
5* ^ m ^ ^ ^ . ^ J W and Family Pianmng, y American 
*t wm l>e reviewed^soon. From •Btar Association. As * result of a 
National General wffl be coming recommendation by the Mayor's 
« t i § 5 r ? ? Committee on the dudkaary, she 
SANDBOX. w a ^ appointed a judge of the 
n O W 5 2 ™ ? Family Court of **ew York in 
February, 1967. In April, 1968 she 
new appointments to the U.S. 
Supreme Court came up and there-
was quite a fight about the Nixon 
appointees, there was also talk ~ 
about the idea mat a qualified 
decide whether or nojt she would 
accept. By the end of the week she 
resolved to run. She didn't want to 
puncture the efforts of the group 
that stood up to the Democratic 
<*^ 
m^;. 
^ - ; 
dramatic "UP THE 
(Miss Streisand is 
THE WAY WE WERE with Robert 
Redford for -Columbia. It's based 
, on the recent Arthur Laurent's 
book.) Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer will 
, shortly unfold the latest from 
director Ken Russell. SAVA«E 
•"- MESSIAH is its name and it's 
about the life of the tragic French 
sculptor Henri Gaudier. Already 
[• seen, it, tooi will be. reviewed 
shortly. MGM is also releasing the 
••musical THE LAST. WALTZ. 
.Although the film hasn't been/ 
TTscreened yet,Tve seen the London 
-" stage production. The film is based 
Oh the life of Johann Strauss. 
^Itober* Alfman C"W.a.s:.hr", 
"McCabe and Mrs, Miller") has a 
new -one for Columbia Pictures 
called IMAGES. Its star is 
Susannah York. It's a strange, but 
interesting film that will be 
r d&cussed at length in thfe column. 
t^ -Ttiere are many many more 
fitais<^>niingyouF way. These are 
Have set aside for other columns. 
an enjoyable and profitable film 
was reappoihtedTfor a full 10-year 
term. 
She has written numerous ar-
ticles that have-appeared in such 
publications as The New York 
Times, Columbia Law Review, The 
Nation, .Political Science Quar-
terly, N.Y.U. Law Review, and 
others. 
The Family Court was set up in 
New York in 1962 to handle all 
kinds of family related cases in one 
court. Among the cases handled by 
mis court Fs juvenile delinquency. 
"It was really mainly in juvenile 
delinquency - and neglected 
children," explained . Judge 
Dembitz, "that I had done work in 
the field covered by the Family 
Court. So my appointment was 
really non-political, non-
partisan...it was based on my work 
JSS a -^wyer andr articles I've 
written.. .! had gotten a con-
siderable reputation in the field of 
constitutional law particularly, 
and also in the family law field." 
The highest court of New York 
Stated the Court of Appeals while 
in most other states the highest 
court is the State Supreme Court. 
It's just a historical accident that 
m New York State the lower court 
is called me Supreme Court, and it 
does, cause a lot of confusion," 
Judge Dembitz acknowledged. "I 
^remember it confusing me. even 
when I was in the first year of law 
Z ^ t h e New York Statê ^ Court of 
Appeals has seven members. It 
does not have a womaoL and has 
Sever, had a woman...The in-
termediate appeals co<irt is called 
the Apellate IMvisioct; B lias 3S 
meinbers, all jif, whom are and 
always have been men also. Last 
Springy when the question of some 
qualified ifoman f«r the Supreme 
Court as:."^ remember. I mean 
that's what thenewspapers quoted. 
""Well about this same time, iir 
this seven member New York 
Court of Appeals there are three 
vacancies. ..because of retirement 
due to age. Back in the Spring also, 
Governor Rockefeller said it's time 
for a qualified.woman to be con-
sidered for the Court of 
Appeals...Nothing came of it at the 
Republican Nominating Con-
vention. They nominated three 
men for these three vacancies..:As 
far-as the Democratic Party was 
concerned, I've always been a 
registered Democrat, although I do 
think that judges should be chosen 
without regard to party. What they 
do has nothing to do with what the 
party believes in" or certainly 
shouldn't...The newspaper before 
the Democratic Nominating 
Convention...carried stories that 
the three men had already been 
decided upon." 
A self-proclaimed reform group 
_nf—delegates—at~the"T5on"ventieni~ 
whose names Judge Dembitz did 
not even know, called her and 
asked if they could use her name. 
They explained that even though 
the three men had been previously 
decided upon, a s the .papers 
reported, they wanted to put up the 
name of a qualified woman "as the 
symbofcflt least that a woman could -
be considered at all." They didn't, 
however, foresee it getting 
anywhere. Judge Dembitz con-
sented, expecting her name to be 
withdrawn before the balloting, as 
did the group. 
New York State law states that 
anyone who gets 25 percent of the 
vote at a nominating convention 
would .be on the primary ballot. 
When the reform group saw that 
the judge would get more man the 
required 25 percent, they left her 
nameini This meant mat she could 
have her name on the ballot—if she 
so desired. ^ 
Judge Dembitz had a week to 
Wednesday, October 11,1072 
<~.. J-
I won in the primary," exclaimed 
the amiable judge. She finished 
first in New York City and second, 
in the state as a whole. Now she 
faces the big test in November. She 
will have to run against two 
DemocratSr the man she wiped off 
the Democratic ticket who* will be . 
running on the Liberal Party 
ticket^ - as well as the three 
Republicans. Only three of these 
seven will win. 
Judge Dembitz feels that the 
Women's Liberation movement is 
responsible for her being a can-
didate. She observed that "even 
this reform group, if it hadn't been 
Murctity . . . 
(Continued from Page l) 
William Lopez 
Datfid Allen / 





Ollie Oviedo, who received-
plurality as a Junior Liberal Arts 
Representative, was excluded 
from the list because there 4s no 
record of him as being a 
matriculated student. 
for the women's movement, 
wouldn't have been thinking in 
terms of a qualified woman, JUX 
matter how qualified she w a s . " 
She recalled how, on a campaign 
trip, she trave8ed> tor FuHonVfiie, 
!New_York:wlra 'toer busbandrThe 
residents there refused-to believe 
that she was the judge, assuming it 
was her husband they had come t o 
seer She feels that being a woman 
can be an advantage in gaining the 
support of certain voters, such as 
college students. 
Admitting that she hasn't had a 
high level of ^ feminist con-
sciousness ~in the past, Judge 
Dembitz revealed that the National 
Organization of Women said her 
consciousness was being raised' 
though they did not say she had any 
ye t She considers herself an 
emancipated woman. 
Hey Gang, 
Tutors Are Needed 
In Al Subjects. 
Draft Cawsling 
If you would like to know the 
alternatives- and~ some 
thoughts about the future of 
the draft, is i t really ending 
July 1,1973????? 
Come to 
•*» \ 4 North 
.-' Thurs. Oct. 12,1972 
Life should be more than just 
a lottery 
Come To Room 
415 or 411. 
TUTORERSPAID 
$3.00 / hr 
AT BARUCH SOUTH 
and $£50 / hr 
at FRESHMAN CBflBt 
FRESHMAN 
Need Tutoring? 
Come T o 
Dr. Rosenberg's 
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b y PKil Frank Th0ir*i 
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NORMALLY, "0 MAJOR IN <5ReeK 
MkTHOL06V ANP VETPRmARV MED 
WOUtP Be GPDt BUT IH VOUR CfiS€..




ChHdm gwe t w They're 
HOP€,«or perhaps watering ttf 
theg may one" death agony 
day live wit4n oCa spider 
LOveT_Bu t h e being eaten 
wa&what're alive by a 
t h e kids ~ praying mantis, 
do ing?? 
© FRANKLY SPEAKING p o s t Offic* Box 1523 East Lansing, Michigan 48823 
^ MO 90U WOMYf 
HEAVCMSfr What theyVe 
III s t o p observing is 
TttATf educational. 
TICKER W B d n e a ^ r , October 11,1973 
Ptagell 
• ' ' i -
(••B"3BQ0S£~3C^ 
::-•£ 
•Y-.-.-- ^ r 
î ;: 
••'...̂  Alteniatii^F^tnres^ten«cev 
San FYancisco-r-At x>ne time it 
had more than a dozen head 
mere fesMcmaWe ^fiian 
tseadfc^and bells. Thatwas m 4967, 
the year of the iHuihajD.Be-fii at 
Golden Gate Park celebrating 
long hair, bare breasts, 
>per But by 1969 and the 
iorgy at^San 
prehension anything that smacks 
wr utognaffism.' 
-_;" Commenting on -•- al^ JfAND 
proposal for a mal l , Mendel 
58, Vice-Fresident of 
the Mearbantscomplains, •• "Where 
would we tmload3 I donTt suppose 
thosepe^te have noticed it, but we 
don't hhave any alleys to receive 
to Dr. Arnold 
Werner, Box 974, East Lansing, Mi. 
QUESTION; Since aspirin i s 
supposed to take only one minute to 
isce's -«$ftu|e; Memorial 
marking,the "Death of Hippie,'* it 
shipments ̂ ui. 
Herscowitz, Awb© locks his cash 
register after each sate and works 
his hardware store with the help of _ 
a three-foot-tall German Shepherd -^"P*. 
and a baseball bat, criticizes as 
ANSWER: 
to television commercials, why 
does it take so long to "get off" on 
hallucinogenic chemicals such as 
mescaline and psilocybin3 
was aH over. 
For those for whom it had never 
begun, it dragged on for several 
more years of disillusioned 
pilgrimages.to the "Haight. There 
were interminable "warm JSan 
Francisco nights" still to be played 
to inevitable conclusions: rapes, 
IP 
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Haight-Ashbury, much abused we're 
symbol for the defunct flower ehild_is 
phenomenon, was a smoldering why the 
shell. 
Scene erf mass arrests, murders, 
and public gang bangs, it was 
sealed off from tige rest of the city. 
Except for the gravest of crises, 
the. San Francisco PoUcefwere 
keeping hands off, waiting for the 
Haight to burn out. And burn out it 
-did. p Today, even though there is 
much talk in me Haight about 
a revival, Haight Street itself 
still has the dmgy, boarded-up 
- look of a disaster area. Only 
the hardiest havesurvived the 
exodus m the late sixties of the 
neighborhood's ; long,-ti me 
-.- residents. And whfle 'It;.would 
- no* be fair-^to -say jhcre is 
animosity Detateen^newGOmers 
and the okMhicie»» some-of 
whom have liwjed l^^ie^Haignt 
for as long a* utot^ years^aiL-
rootless the-young people who~are 
trying to unite the Haight. Of one. of 
the organizers, hejsays, "he's in his 
twenties with no ties; he can drift 
away as he came bre, a 
revolutionary. What has he got to 
lose?" 
B u t h e cpncejdjeŝ  , "People 3 ^ -
jaeyer', gel, taeejh^i^down here:: 
^reonalbiclce*i3^r«KaKa- While 
The drugs you men-
tioned all produce perceptual 
distortions and abnormalities if 
taken in very, very -tiny' doses., 
Exactly what happens to producer 
the psychic effects of these drugs 
in unclear, but--many ^people feel' 
that- they release inhibifing: centers 
in the brain that normally control 
the perception of sensory stimuli:: 
Actually, c lose questioning of 
people who have taken these drugs 
indicates that most of the effects 
that they have are not true 
hallucinations but rather very 
intense illusory experiences.-The 
difference i s that a hallucination 
arises completely within one's self 
whereas an illusory experience has .. 
its beginning in some real, external 
stimulus which undergoes 
elaboration and distortion inside . 
the person. For examples eolors or—• 
patterns become over emphasized, 
appear much brighter than, they 
reallyr are, and . appear lib be -
shifting and flashing, or a sound is 
more hitehse^richer and fuller 
than it reaHy i s ! u: ^ ; .. 
Some^ studies haye shown that 
the 
irritable. Some people find one or 
another contraceptive more 
~ conducive to relaxing in sexual 
intercourse making it much easier 
to bave_«n orgasm. However, the 
condom is not usually considered 
to interfere with the woman having 
an orgasm, so perhaps the aanswer 
- to your second question has ifc do 
more with sexual technique, 
are. a. nurnber^of papefbacks 
available discussing techniques of 
sexual intercourse. I suggest you 
look^wer some^of tirese and pick 
out one that seems appealing. -In 
fact, pick out two of them and give 
one of them to your husband. 
QUESTION:" Several women 
friends of mine have this wild idea 
that cats can suffocate infants by 
sucking their bream away. They 
. claim that this happens because 
the cat smells mflk on the baby's 
breath. I contend that this is a old 
wives* tale started by an over 
protective mother. What's your 
opinion? i .:/ 
ANSWER: Sounds like an old tale 
started by someone whose sex is 
undetermined (yoution^t think mat 
I'm going: to fall into the trap of 
using that male chauvinist ex-
pression "old wives' tale/' do 
you3). Most cats I know lap up 
thenf^mflk and do not; engage in 
intimate kissing with, infants. It i s 
possible that an animal could 
physically suffocate a tiny infant 
by lying on top of it, and there are 
stories of such happenings. Since 
animals do hot smother their own 
youn, such stories are hard to-
believe..^.-> . 
Q$mST%ON^ t was recently 
who lives^with! a 
the neighborhood 
dram and that's" 
neighborhood is going 
down the drain." 
While the bickering continues, 
however, there are signs of health. 
New stores open regularly, most of 
theni furniture stores, book stores, 
antique shops. And both the 
vacancy rate and the crime rate 
have dropped—vacancies by 50 
percent and crime by 68 percent, 
according to officials. Bus service 
which had long been discontinued 
has recently been resumed and 
many residents say they are no 
longer afraid to walk the streets in 
TMCTJ f I f f • I v * • ' . • • " -
What, exactly, the Haight will 
become is anybody's guess. Before 
the pushds. and other npnoff types 
moved in, the Haight was at the 
center of the major cultural 
suggests' that digestion of meat is -
harmful; to the body. A sample 
quote is / enclosedr "T]he large 
intestine secretes^uric. acid which 
produces a fermentation- that 
putrifies Hhe body . .1 Since 
minerals neutralize acid, the body 
">rced to draw On reserves in the 
a w l teeth and—mineral 
deficiency results." 
ANSWER: If only 3ife was so 
-simple that being a vegetarian 
would alleviate anxiety "Whenever 
I start reading stuff that tells me 
that my body is becoming 
putrified, my brain addled and my 
eyes weakened by evierday rtm-oJt: 
the-mill sorts of activities, I get a 
little skeptical. I had a hard time 
making sense of the longer excerpt 
you sent m e , from your friend's 
friend, the food freak. However, 
there is little doubt .that the 
average American' diet contains 
more -meat that; it needs to, and 
certainly much more in the way of 
saturated fat than could possibly 
be healthy. It is also true that one 
can get large amounts of protein; 
from yoge^able source* and being 
a v e g e t w a n i s not incompatible 
with good health. It is also not a 
guarantee of the same. 
Some recent food fads have 
reached absurd degrees and are 
dangerous. For instance, if one 
follows- the so-called Zen 
macrobiotic line,-you can run a 
serious chance of vitamin 
deficiencies and severe 
malnutrition. 
. .Starting next week. Dr. Vincent 
Bryan, a member of the Conn-.-
setiag staff ef Barucfa College, will 
Be., 
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movements of the sixties. It 
tbe^ ^aome of juje. famous San 
Fraaeteca Oracle, considered by 
some- Qie flashiest underground 
in fte -heyday of un-
_ _ and its gaudy 
gone Haight-Ashbury. ludepeudent boutiques and head shops once 
somejneural path-
ways or unlocks some inhibiting 
centers and then disajppears; this 
may also explain why a person can 
have a bad trip that lasts for such a 
long time or may be tripped into a 
psychotic state that can go^on for 
weeks or months. 
Incidentally, it is not terribly 
relevant that a particular brand of 
aspirin reaches the bloodstream in 
a minute as opposed to two minutes' 
since it is still quite a few minutes 
more before the level of the drug is 
high enough to have some effect on 
reducing pain. 
QUESTION: " "other than 
pregnancy, does the deposit of 
semen in the female sex tract have 
any bearing on theTiealth and sex 
attitude of a woman? I can 
renwmbermy motherjelh^g m^ to 
across some statements tharsaid 
that meat produces by-products 
during digestion and causes 
anxiety. This vegetarian line 
Freudian;> P s y c h o a n a l y s t . 
Ojirttione <bonMi be sent to Dr. 





(HIP)—once headed by attracted tourists from around the 
Ro» Thelin, founder .of the world. The poster renaissance 
Psychedehc Shcp, obe Haj^ht's originated and fkiurished In the 
most famous head shop—and Haight where once you could buy a 
Haight-AshbuTy^ Neighborhood^ Jefferson Airplane or Grateful 
Derelopment (HA*H& one of a Dead Fffimore concert poster for] 
multitiide- vof netghWhoul <^m- > ten or -fn^eeit cents. Tliey were* 
provement a s s o c ^ p ^ t Untlhe printed in the Haight- ^ 
some city^aclH^ iprbn^, HA^TD But^ie printer who turned them 
wants to see tty Haight t a ^ 
l̂ the drug Haight ^ art^ no longer prints 
^ - Jg^B&qnt posters. He has a few^tashed 
» s p ^ Pertuips m ite reaction to the way 
wa^^w^rteh-for welghfmcrease after 
marriage, anal, others have said 
that the deposit and absorption of 
semen would have good effects On 
my nerves and emotions. 
With-very; very infrequent 
orgasms would contraceptives 
other than condoms be of any 
eventual help in achieving more 
frequent orgasms? After several 
years of marriage and four 
children, my husband almost 
always - uses - condoms; - I new: 
wonder if I have been missing 
ANSWER: You have raised the 
posstbfi*ty of an interesting causal 
relation • between sexual in-
hanoV most men 
i n . 
a sense of 
to a^high point 
rsoo 
if i t 
In 60 minutae, over ,60% of our Minî LMson audience* increase 
their reacfinsr speed. Just a little, but enough to know what H*« 
like.fAt the Mlnf-Lesson. you wW rind out itaw the Jgyeiyn Wood 
tacMhjpie hexxfies difficult-textbook material. How h improves 
memory and concentration. And. how It makes readies a pleasure 
instead of a chore. The' Mini-Lesson is one hour that cbukf 
chanoe your Ufa, too! 
F r a t M M - l M M n s wil l b t ht ld a t : 
Weshington Hotel 
J& U«xington Ave. - -
: Tues. Unoon, 3PM. SPM 
WA. 11AM, 1PM, 7 P M . -• 
T h T ; Ktub Hours, ISnoofi, 1PM) & 4PM 
SARUCH-UPTOWN 
S t moot Pl«2s Hot«J ___ 
541 L«xiogten Ave. tat 49th St.) 
Thwfti-. ^ . - ^ L J&ub Hoor i : lT:3ft & 
TlfflE LYCEUM 
Hoo»a of Ev*)lyn Wood nssrilng Dynaimca 
•^"^il 
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